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3 PC SET

     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS
     Pre-fit all pieces to the vehicle. Once you are assured you have the right body styling kit you may 
     proceed. If uncertain call SSE to double check part number with your application. We highly recommend
     using masking tape anywhere the body kit will be touching the vehicle body to prevent scratches during
     pre-fit. Do any sanding, filing, necessary ( BEFORE PAINTING ) for a clean tight fit.
     NOTE: Parts that have been drilled, installed, or painted are not returnable.

NOTE:
Check fit all body parts PRIOR to paint. Follow fiberglass prep instructions before painting. Take

your time and pre-fit all pieces so that they will have a tight fit to the body.
VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1  Rear Wing 3 PC Set 1     Instruction Sheet 18 FT   1/2" Wide Double Sided Tape
6   Adhesion Promoter 1  Fiberglass Prep Sheet 1      Deck Lid Drill Template
1   Street SceneDecal 1        RT QT Drill Template
2    1/4-20 X 1/2" Flange Head Serrated Screws # 00931 1         LT QT Drill Template
4    1/4=20 X 5/8" Flange Head Serrated Screws # 00932

TOOL LIST
Drill Motor, Center Punch, 11/32 Drill Bit, Masking Tape, Scissors

1.   Cut out the drill templates on the black line.

2.   Set the templates on vehicle as shown in photos below.
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3.   Tape template into position and center punch where marked. Drill holes to 11/32". Be careful
      at trunk rear.

4.   Set the center wing on deck lid. Use the four 1/4-20 X 5/8" ( longer bolts ) and fasten wing to deck
      lid. If needed enlarge drilled holes.

5.   Do the same on the fender sections. On the fender section use ONLY the 1/4-20 X 1/2" bolts ( shorter
      ones ) If the longer bolts are used damage will occur to the parts.

6.   Remove all pieces.

7.   After the wing has been pre-fited prepped and painted the double sided tape should be applied
      to the identation on the inside of each piece. This surface has to be clean and dry for the tape to
      properly adhere. Wipe the tape surface with the adhesion promoter. When applying tape make sure
      that tape is smooth and wrinkle free.

8.   The surface of the vehicle should also be preped in the same manner.

9.   Place the spoiler gently on the vehicle and maek sure you have it position correcting by installing the 
      screws a few theads. Once you are certain hold into  postiion and pull the tabs you created while 
      applying light downward pressure. Continue this taking care not to tear off the tabs by pulling to 
      hard. After all the film is removed apply firm pressure all around to insure the tape has bonded
      properly. Tighten bolts securely.


